ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
This paper studies synchronous phenomena of a network of N relaxation oscillators. Each oscillator consists of one hysteresis VCCS and one capacitor. The network is constructed by intermittently coupled capacitors (ab. ICCs [I, 21) which short and average N capacitors voltages periodically and instantaneously. Section 2 introduces the network and its basic behavior. Even if N = 2, the network exhibits rich synchronous phenomena. Section 3 introduces a hybrid return map (ah. HRM) as an analysis tool. The HRM is a mapping of one real and N binary variables corresponding to the averaged voltage and the outputs of hysteresis VCCSs, respectively. Section 4 analyzes basic behavior as the network size N increases. Basic synchronous phenomena are analyzed and their occurrence ratios for initial values are clarified in the parameters subspace. The ratios relate to the domain of attraction. The network can be implemented easily for basic laboratory experiments.
Motivationsfor considering this networkinclude the following. First, the intermittent switching can cause rich dynamics by interaction of N + where n is a nonnegative integer. In this paper, we implement the hysteresis VCCS by the operational transconductance amplifier as shown Fig. l(b) . Fig. 2 shows typical laboratory measurements for N=2. We can confirm that each oscillator exhibits periodic waveform before the coupling, and all the capacitor voltages are equalized at t = nT. Using the following dimensionless variables and parameters,
COUPLED OSCILLATORS
N U(t) = k v.(t), at t = nT,
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the system dynamics is described by Equation (3).
where xi E R a n d y; E E { l , -1) are real and binary Fig. 3 shows a waveform for N=2. Fig. 4 shows some waveforms for N = 4, where plural synchronous phenomena can co-exist. Here Fig. 4(a) shows case of y1 = yz and y3, = yd. Note that the waveform in Fig. 4 (a) coincides with that in Fig. 3 , however, the network size N is different.
HYBREI RETURN MAP
In order to introduce the hybrid return map, we note that the following initial real state can be used without loss of generality because the N real states are equalized instantaneously at every switching moment: A stable periodic point corresponds to a synchronous phenomenon in the circuit. Fig. 5 shows 2-periodic points corresponding to a synchronous phenomenon in Fig. 3 . If the orbit starts from a branch with slope 0 (Idf'(Z,, y,)/dzl= O), the transient time to the synchronous phenomenon is very short.
In Fig. 6 , we recall the bifurcation diagram for N=2 in Ref. [2] . It shows the period T of stable periodic points of the HRM for the parameters (sa. Sa). 
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T=l
BASIC PERIODIC PHENOMENA
As N increases, the networkexhibits a variety of synchronous phenomena. As a first step , this paper focuses on a basic case defined below. A basic synchronous phenomenon for N=4 is shown in Fig. 
4(a). We then investigate the occurrence ratio a ( s , , s b )
of the basic synchronous phenomena for the initial states It should be noted that the system dynamics is invariant even if the order of (ypl,. . . , ypm) or (yp,,,+1,. . . , y p~) is changed, Using this property we can reduce the number of initial variables y(0) and can shorten the calculation time.
CONCLUSION
We have considered the network of N intermittently coupled capacitor circuits. So we introduced HRM as a analysis tool for the network. We defined basic synchronous phenomena. So we have calculated occurrence ratio a for initial states that suggests co-existence of a variety of synchronous phenomena. Also we can shorten the calculation time in this system.
